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Trump trade v China 

It’s only a couple of days until Donald Trump’s inauguration, but while most headlines are
concentrating on the “Trump trade”, there’s also opportunity in China. In today’s note, Charlie Aitken
explains why this is the case, and why it could be good news for Treasury Wine Estates.

Also in the Switzer Super Report, Paul Rickard reveals our growth-oriented stock portfolio for 2017.
And is it time to buy small-cap stocks? Tony Featherstone reveals four small caps that stand out at
current prices.
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Treasury Wine Estates: The China opportunity
by Charlie Aitken

 
Happy New Year! And what a new year we are in for.

When you have the leader of the “free world”
tweeting economic policy, you can be absolutely
certain of two things: volatility and opportunity.

My view is that the better investment opportunities lie
outside of the USA. US equity valuations are high and
there seems quite a lot of “hope” priced in. I don’t
think President Trump can deliver change in the
timeframe markets expect and I tend to think US
equities will underperform other markets this year.

I think there are better investment opportunities in
terms of value and growth in Europe, the UK and
China. There are also better opportunities selectively
in Australia.

While the “Trump Trade” has gathered all the
headlines, and fair enough, quietly in the
background all things China have been rallying.
From commodity stocks, through to Macau casino’s,
luxury goods stocks and the Australian dollar, they
have all outperformed Wall St so far in 2017. For
example, the Australian dollar itself is +5% already
year-to-date and the S&P Global Luxury Index +3.3%
year-to-date.

It would appear clear that the positive price action in
all things China is trying to tell you something about
the Chinese consumer and Chinese GDP growth. I
clearly think that message is positive and one that
Australian investors haven’t noticed or have ignored
due to stock specific China facing issues such as
Bellamy’s.

Bellamy’s, to me, is a clear one-off. I absolutely
don’t believe BAL’s problems are a guide to
anything other than BAL’s mismanagement.
However, I do believe the BAL episode has weighed

unfairly on other China consumer facing Australian
companies and in that underperformance there is
opportunity.

As we enter 2017, I continue to believe the
investment case for Treasury Wine Estates (TWE) is
very strong. However, the stock price has been
marking time around $10.50, as investors wait for
further earnings growth confirmation from the
company at its February result. I also think BAL
sentiment has unfairly weighed on TWE, as has the
rotation from growth stocks to so-called value stocks
post the US election.

TWE is in a multi-year earnings upgrade cycle, driven
by excellent management execution. This is a global
luxury brand stock that just happens to be listed on
the ASX.

Morgan Stanley this week upgraded their
recommendation on TWE to “overweight” and set a
$13.00 12-month price target. That’s in line with my
thinking and why I hold a large position in TWE.
However, the broader TWE analyst community isn’t
so sure, with four buys, six holds, and three sells.
That reminds me that there is far from “universal
bullishness” on TWE. That’s a good thing.

Let’s look at a few key bull points on the TWE
investment case.

1. Market still underappreciates TWE’s China
opportunity

The Morgan Stanley AlphaWise survey of alcoholic
beverage consumers in China gives us greater
conviction in TWE’s long-term opportunity. It is still
early days in China for TWE but we turn more
constructive given:
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(i) the long term gradual shift from beer/baijiu to wine.
(ii) wine priced >Rmb1,000 has the highest expected
consumption growth, according to Chinese
consumers.
(iii) the increasing popularity of Australian wine at the
expense of French wine.
(iv) a lack of availability of Australian wine, which we
believe can be easily resolved; and
(v) TWE’s growth in China is broad-based.

.

.

2. Healthy pricing growth underwrites near-term
earnings growth

In October 2016, TWE took 8-17% price hikes across
its flagship Penfolds Bin range, which mostly falls to
the bottom line. A comparison of retail prices in
China, Hong Kong, and Australia shows a 20%-60%
pricing premiums, assuming similar 25%-30% retail
mark ups. To us, this illustrates the opportunity to
realise prices by optimising inventory allocation.

.
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3. Underperforming Americas business poised to
turn around

A greater focus on ‘priority’ brands, more cost
discipline, and divestment of commercial volumes
should drive TWE’s Americas business. Our
comparison analysis of US peer Constellation
Brands’ (covered by Dara Mohsenian) financial
metrics and TWE’s Americas business shows that
TWE generates 17% higher sales/litre, but 37% lower
profit/litre (FY16). Expressed another way, STZ is
expected to generate a 28% FY20 margin vs. TWE
Americas FY16 13.8%, FY20 MSe 23%.

.

Valuation is cheap at 21x FY18 P/E

Continued strong growth from Asia and a turnaround
in the Americas should drive EBITS margins well into
the mid-20s. We lift our long-term (FY28) EBITS
forecast from 23% to 26% vs. management
aspirations of 30%, which drives our 20% FY16-21
EPS CAGR forecast and price target increase from
A$10 to A$13. Relative to local ‘high growth’
companies and global peers we see valuation as
cheap.

TWE is classic “structural growth at a reasonable
price”. Instead of hoping ‘America becomes great
again’, I believe the better investment strategy is to
invest in China consumer facing structural growth
stocks who now trade at reasonable valuations.

I wish you all a good year ahead but be ready for
volatility and the opportunity it presents.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Our growth-oriented stock portfolio for 2017
by Paul Rickard

 
Last Monday, we updated our income stock portfolio.
Today, we look at our growth-oriented portfolio.

The objective of the growth-oriented portfolio is to
outperform the S&P/ASX 200 market over the
medium term, whilst closely tracking the index.

In calendar year 2013, the growth-oriented portfolio
returned 27.55% — an outperformance of 7.35%
compared to the index. In calendar year 2014, the
portfolio returned 3.39% — an underperformance of
2.22%. In calendar year 2015, the portfolio returned
6.67% — an outperformance of 4.11%, while in 2016,
it returned 9.82% for an underperformance of 1.98%.
This takes the net outperformance to 1.50% p.a. for
the past four years.

Critically, the purpose of the growth and
income-oriented portfolios is to demonstrate an
approach and methodology to portfolio construction
that SMSFs could apply.

We have made some small changes to the growth
portfolio, which include sector and stock rebalancing,
the addition of Rio and TPG, and the deletion of BT
Investment Management.

One of the big issues for 2017 is how to play the
resources sectors. Given the almost totally
unexpected rebound in coal, iron ore and metal prices
in 2016, our sense is that you need to play these
sectors close to index weight and be prepared to
jump quickly if circumstances change. This is why we
have added Rio and thereby increased the exposure
to the materials sector. The positives include China
and the growth agenda of President-elect Trump, the
negatives include a likely supply response if prices
continue to hold at these levels. The energy and oil
markets are probably clearer — we can’t yet see the
case to go long these sectors.

In relation to this portfolio, we need to state some
important caveats upfront. Firstly, recognising the
importance of tax effective income from dividends to
the overall portfolio return, and a general aversion by
many SMSFs to taking excessive risk, our sector
biases are not strong. While there is an orientation to
the sectors and stocks that we believe will grow over
the medium term, our aim is to design a portfolio that
will also track reasonably closely the overall market,
as measured by the S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation
Index. It is a bias only towards growth.

Secondly, our universe of stocks to select from is
confined to the top 150 stocks. More often than not,
the stocks with the best medium-term growth
prospects will come from outside this group, in
particular, the so-called ‘small’ caps.

With these caveats decked, let’s move on to the
portfolio construction.

Sector biases

Similar to our approach to the high-income portfolio,
we applied a ‘top down’ approach to the industry
sectors and introduced biases that favour the sectors
that we think have the best medium-term growth
prospects.

Overlaying this is a view that the predominant
investment themes in 2017 will be:

Interest rates remaining at low levels,
although some upward movement in bond
rates;
The US Fed likely to increase US interest
rates by 0.75%, but probably no move in
Australia by the RBA;
The Australian dollar at around 0.70 to 0.75
US cents, but with risk of breaking down if the
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US dollar firms;
Commodity prices remaining reasonably well
supported;
A positive lead from the US markets and
President Trump;
A moderate pick-up in growth in Australia,
back towards trend levels; and
No material pick up in domestic inflation.

This leads to a portfolio with only small sector biases.
Despite healthcare underperforming in 2016 and
many of the stocks trading on high multiples, we
believe that the tailwinds are so strong that our sector
position is materially overweight. We have selected
stocks that will benefit from a lower Australian dollar.

The other overweight position is in
telecommunications, the only negative performing
sector in 2016. This sector now looks cheap on a
multiple basis. The major underweight positions are in
real estate and consumer staples.

On a sector basis, our portfolio compares to the
market (S&P/ASX 200) as follows:

Stocks

Working on the basis that we need at least 10 stocks
for diversification and that once you get over 25, it
becomes pretty hard to monitor, we have selected 21
stocks. This is more than the income portfolio,
reflecting in part the increased risk in stock selection.

Critically, we have biased the stock selection to
companies that will benefit from a falling Australian
dollar – either because they earn a major share of
their revenue offshore, and/or report their earnings in
US dollars. While we are expecting that the Aussie

dollar will remain well supported and trade in a fairly
narrow in the short term, the risk is that a
strengthening US dollar causes it to break down.

In financials, we have stuck with two strong
performers from 2016 in Macquarie and Challenger.
With the major banks, the positions are largely index
weighted, although there is a small bias towards
National Australia Bank.

In healthcare, while the stocks are pricey, we have
retained CSL, Ramsay and Resmed.

In materials, we continue to prefer the diversified
exposure that BHP provides, we have added Rio to
increase the weighting, and have retained Boral for
exposure to the construction industry. In industrials, a
very diverse sector where stock selection is much
more important than sector weight, we have retained
logistics company Brambles and online employment
and education group Seek.

In telecommunications, we have marginally reduced
the weighting of Telstra, and added David Teoh’s
diversified telco TPG. It is trading on a multiple of
15.3 times FY 17 earnings.

Portfolio

Our growth-oriented portfolio per $100,000 invested
(using prices as at the close of business on 30
December 2016) is as follows:
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Using consensus broker forecasts from FNArena, the
portfolio has the following characteristics:

Forecast Price Earnings multiple for 2017: 
20.11
Forecast Dividend Yield for 2017: 4.12% 
Franking: 82.81%

As a growth-oriented portfolio, our investment
timeframe is in the three to five year range, and while
short term investment performance (including
dividends) is important, our aim is to deliver slightly
above market performance over that timeframe. We
will keep a close eye on the growth-oriented portfolio,
and report back in coming editions of the Switzer
Super Report.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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4 oversold small caps
by Tony Featherstone

 
Is it time to buy small-cap industrial stocks after a
brutal sell-off that has wiped up to a third off some of
the market’s best emerging companies in a few
months?

That question is testing value investors who know the
best time to buy high-quality companies is during
corrections that are more to do with market sentiment
than fundamentals. Or put another way, to buy when
everyone else is selling.

To recap, small- and mid-cap industrials boomed for
much of 2016 as fund managers paid up for
companies growing faster than the economy.

Fund managers that focused on large-cap stocks
looked further down the share market for growth and
to lessen portfolio underperformance from investing in
ASX 100 stocks. Some investment managers even
changed their mandates to invest in pre-float
opportunities.

This weight of money drove small-cap industrials to a
significant premium over ASX 100 companies. By
September 2016, small caps had returned 27% over
one year (including dividends) – about three times
more than the ASX 100 over the same period.

It was madness.

Sure enough, fund managers started to take profits in
small caps at elevated prices and rotate into
undervalued banks, resources and big industrials.
Donald Trump’s United States election win
quickened the rotation into large-cap cyclical and
other growth stocks.

The gap between large- and small-cap performance
soon eroded. The S&P/ASX 100 index’s 21.6% total
return over 12 months compares with 22.2% for the

Small Ordinaries. Were it not for rallying small
resource stocks, the ASX 100 would be in front.

Even market darlings were caught in the carnage.
Domino’s Pizza Enterprises (DMP) has fallen almost
20% from its 52-week high. REA Group (REA) is
down 14%, Carsales.com (CAR) is off 19%, TPG
Telecom (TPM) and Blackmores (BKL) are down 45%
from their high.

The big unknown is whether this rotation from
small-cap to large-cap stocks has run its course –
and if rapidly improving value in smaller industrials
lures fresh capital.

My sense is the rotation has a few more months to
run. Investor surveys suggest fund managers
collectively are still underweight banks and resource
stocks. But a base might be forming in several of the
market’s higher-quality small caps that have
tumbled.

Rapid market swings from one investment theme to
another invariably provide opportunities for patient
portfolio investors. Still, value investors in small caps
should watch and wait for better value as the market
reassesses Trump’s impact on global growth in the
next few weeks and months.

Although I’m bullish on equities in 2017, small caps
have further to fall before they start to recover. Watch
for highest-quality small caps to form a base over the
next few months, before recovering lost ground, as
fund managers nibble at value.

Here are four small caps that stand out at the current
price:
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The impressive maker of wearable sport technology
for elite athletes raised $12 million and listed on ASX
in December 2014. Its 55-cent share peaked at $4.29
last year before falling to $2.57.

Chart 1: Catapult

Source: Yahoo

Catapult has terrific growth prospects, but its stock
ran too hard, too fast as hype grew. The price fell
when Catapult issued FY17 guidance of 21-30%
revenue growth. The market wanted more, even
though most companies would kill for such sales
growth.

Value is returning. Catapult is a genuinely global
technology business that sells a high-margin product
with recurring revenue. Major sporting codes and
clubs use its technology to extract real-time data on
their athletes and feed it into their sports-science
programs.

The business has good cash flow, no debt and strong
intellectual property. Active investors should wait for
Catapult shares to form a base before buying.

2. IDP Education (IEL)

I nominated IDP Education for this report in a feature
on education stocks in August at $4.40.

IDP rallied to $4.99, then fell to $3.92 amid the
broader small-cap selloff.

Chart 2: IDP

Source: Yahoo

My positive view on IDP is unchanged. As I wrote in
August: “IDP is superbly leveraged to long-term
growth in international education in Australia through
its international student-placement services and
English-language testing services. IDP co-owns
IELTS, one of the world’s leading English-language
tests, as well as English-language schools in South
East Asia. These are terrific, well-established
businesses.”

IDP’s recent acquisition of digital-marketing and
online student-recruitment company Hotcourses is
smart. The business attracts online traffic, should
complement IDP’s student-placement division and
be earnings-per-share accretive.

Macquarie Equities’ $4.67 price target over 12
months suggests IDP is undervalued at the current
price. IDP is another well-run small cap that has been
hammered more because of market sentiment than
any fundamental reason.

3. IPH (IPH)

Investors could not get enough of the
intellectual-property adviser when it listed on ASX in
November 2014.

After raising $169 million at $2.10 a share, IPH
soared to $9.26 in early January 2016, making it one
of the market’s best floats in a decade.

Chart 3: IPH
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Source: Yahoo Finance

IPH wholly owns Spruson & Ferguson, a leading
intellectual-property services firm with operations in
more than 25 countries and over a century of history.
IPH’s early success led the way for the smaller
Xenith IP Group float in 2015 and QANTM Intellectual
Property float in 2016. Like IPH, both stocks have
been sold off in the past six months.

IPH slumped to $5.09 after reporting a
weaker-than-expected FY16 result in August 2016.
Although net profit grew 50% on FY15, the market
needed more growth to justify IPH’s nosebleeding
valuation at its share-price peak.

The sale of $150 million in shares in November that
came out of escrow, by the firms’ senior partners,
weighed on IPH and was a timely reminder of why it
pays to watch IPOs closely around escrow dates
when share restrictions are lifted and early investors
can sell.

Four of seven brokers that cover IPH have a buy
recommendation and three have a hold, per
consensus forecasts. A median price target of $6.97
suggests IPH is good value.

IPH has an excellent position in an
intellectual-property advice market that will continue
to grow as more companies seek to protect their
technology, particularly in Asia. The company has a
better business model than many traditional law firms
and a forecast Price Earnings multiple of 16 in FY18
(using the consensus) is not excessive given IPH’s
growth outlook.

4. iSentia Group (ISD)

The media-monitoring group starred after raising

$294 million through an IPO in June 2014, its $2.04
issued shares hurtling to a $4.77 peak.

Chart 4: iSentia

Source: Yahoo Finance

Then reality set in. iSentia’s profit downgrade in
November sparked a 26% share-price drop. A
disappointing first-half performance from its
content-marketing business spooked investors and
led to commentary that the company had strayed
beyond its core competency.

iSentia paid $48 million for the King Content business
in 2015 and saw content marketing – a type of
advertising based on paid-for editorial – as a natural
evolution of its business.

iSentia had run too far to its peak, but the savage fall
to $2.65 seems an overreaction. Simply, a $2 million
half-year loss in the content-marketing business led
to more than $170 million wiped off the market
capitalisation. Moreover, content marketing is only a
small part of iSentia’s overall business and, in
theory, its valuation.

Investors were itching for a reason to take profits in
iSentia in a jittery market for small-cap industrials.
They got it with the first sniff of bad news (even
though it was not so bad).

iSentia remains a leading firm in the attractive
media-monitoring and analysis business. Growth in
social media and corporate publishing is driving
corporate demand for market intelligence in this area.
The company is an interesting take on digital-media
trends.

iSentia’s strong business model based on recurring
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revenues – and appealing growth prospects in Asia –
are other attractions. The stock looks to be forming a
share-price base after its heavy sell-off. Investors will
watch if iSentia can hold support above $2.50,
consolidate its recent price losses and wait for the
market to regain its senses.

Tony Featherstone is a former managing editor of
BRW and Shares magazines. The information in this
article should not be considered personal advice. The
article has been prepared without considering your
objectives, financial situation or needs. Before acting
on the information in this article you should consider
its appropriateness, regarding your objectives,
financial situation and needs. Do further research of
your own or seek personal financial advice from a
licensed adviser before making any financial or
investment decisions based on this article. All prices
and analysis at January 18, 2017.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Professional’s Pick: Domino’s Pizza (DMP)

by Manny Pohl

 
How long have you held the stock?

We took a position in DMP at the end of 2011.

What do you like about it?

We like that it is a store roll-out model. It has a proven
recipe for success in marketing quick, fresh pizza and
has successfully achieved this through technology.
DMP has proven to be a quality franchise and its
predictable earnings stream gives us high conviction
when allocating capital.

How is it better than its competitors?

DMP has been better than its competitors in its ability
to listen to their customers and adapt to changing
consumer needs and tastes. DMP has been able to
successfully adapt its menu to changing nutritional
requirements, changing consumer tastes, and
changing social norms including the way in which we
order and receive food.

All these consumer-focused value-add activities over
time have developed into further production
efficiencies, which have not only benefited consumers
but franchisees and shareholders too.

What do you like about its management?

We like that the management understands not only
its customer, but also its franchisees. The
management team comes from the franchise
industry. Many of the team have been franchisees.
Due to this experience, management have been able
to develop a proven track record of executing an
organic and acquisitive rollout/conversion of DMP
stores in almost every corner of the world.

What is your target price?

We do not have price targets. We buy or sell based
on our expected risk-adjusted relative return within
the portfolio over our five-year investment horizon.

At what point would you sell it?

When the Internal Rate of Return falls below our
threshold — which is the risk-free rate plus an equity
risk premium. Other reasons to sell may be due to a
significant change in the management team or a
change to the business model.

How much has it added (or subtracted) to your
overall portfolio over the last 12 months?

Over CY2016, DMP added 13.8%. This performance
was despite a particularly difficult time for high-PE
stocks.

Is it a liquid stock?

Yes.

Where do you see the value?

The value of DMP lies in its OneDigital platform,
which has been described by Don Meij as the engine
of Domino’s. Most underestimate the power of the
productivity advantage that this platform brings.
Simply, it’s the digital version of the old-world
franchisee ‘how to’ manual, and more.
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Source: Yahoo!7 Finance

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Staff Reporter

 
In the good books

Base Resources (BSE) Upgraded to Speculative
Buy from Hold by Ord Minnett B/H/S: 1/0/0

Ahead of the release of the December quarter
production report, Ord Minnett analysts have
upgraded to a Speculative Buy, while lifting the price
target to 34c from 25c. The view is that balance sheet
risk is more than accurately reflected in the weaker
share price.

Ord Minnett believes the pricing outlook for ilmenite
continues to strengthen and this will assist in debt
reduction. The analysts are toying with the idea of
accelerated de-leveraging if price momentum builds
as they expect it will.

Regis Resources (RRL) Upgraded to Equal-weight
from Underweight by Morgan Stanley B/H/S: 4/4/0

Regis’ Dec quarter production met the broker’s
forecast and costs were 6% lower. Operations are
stable and cash is building from earnings margins
nearing 50%.

The broker’s Underweight rating had been in place
on the basis of the market fully pricing in assumed
mine life extensions. The broker concedes mine lives
may well be increased and/or gold prices can move
higher and as such has upgraded to Equal-weight,
while still preferring other junior gold exposures.
Target $3.05.

Treasury Wine Estates (TWE) Upgraded to
Overweight from Equal-weight by Morgan Stanley
B/H/S: 2/4/1

The broker has conducted an extensive review of
Treasury Wine and as a result has upgraded to

Overweight. Having surveyed Chinese consumers,
the broker believes the market continues to
under-appreciate the company’s opportunity in
China.

Treasury is also well leveraged to wine price
increases, which have been underway, and an
underperforming Americas business is poised to turn
around, the broker believes. Target rises to $13 from
$10.

Woodside Petroleum (WPL) Upgraded to
Accumulate from Hold by Ord Minnett B/H/S: 2/4/1

Ord Minnett has turned more positive on the
resumption of growth at Woodside Petroleum and has
upgraded the stock to Accumulate from Hold, while
lifting the price target to $36 from $30.

On a risk-weighted basis, the analysts project
attributable production could grow 25% over the next
decade to 115–120m barrels of oil equivalent
(mmboe) in 2025. One note of caution: Royal
Dutch/Shell’s 13% equity stake remains an overhang
for the stock.

In the not-so-good books

ANZ Group (ANZ) downgraded to Neutral from
Outperform by Macquarie B/H/S: 3/5/0

The broker has upgraded bank forecast earnings to
reflect the rising yield environment sparked by
Trump’s election, but note locally the banks continue
to operate in a slow growth environment. The risk of
capital raisings has diminished, but the market has
pushed bank share prices higher on that basis.

The broker has thus downgraded its sector
recommendation to Neutral. Incorporating the recent
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divestment of Shanghai Rural Commercial Bank,
ANZ’s individual rating downgraded to Neutral.
Target rises to $31 from $30.

Aurizon Holdings (AZJ) Downgraded to Sell from
Neutral by Citi B/H/S: 2/4/2

Aurizon’s trading update revealed a strong
December, but Citi analysts are quick to point out
other months, October and November in particular,
were weak, if not negative.

Citi is of the view the performance does not justify the
current share price. Downgrade to Sell from Neutral.
Price target moves to $4.75 from $4.60.

Independence Group (IGO) Downgraded to
Neutral from Outperform by Macquarie B/H/S:
1/4/1

The lifting of the Indonesian nickel export ban has
come as a surprise to the broker, who notes recent
government rhetoric has been to the contrary. Given
the lift extends only to those producers who can
demonstrate plans to develop downstream
processing facilities, it is uncertain as to what the
impact will be.

The broker has thus left nickel price forecasts
unchanged for the time being, while noting substantial
downside risk. Independence is downgraded to
Neutral. Target falls to $4.40 from $5.00. Earnings
forecasts unchanged for the time being.

Western Areas (WSA) Downgraded to Neutral
from Outperform by Macquarie B/H/S: 1/2/4

The lifting of the Indonesian nickel export ban has
come as a surprise to the broker, who notes recent
government rhetoric has been to the contrary. Given
the lift extends only to those producers who can
demonstrate plans to develop downstream
processing facilities, it is uncertain as to what the
impact will be.

The broker has thus left nickel price forecasts
unchanged for the time being, while noting substantial
downside risk. Western Areas is downgraded to
Neutral. Target falls to $3.00 from $3.60. Earnings
forecasts unchanged for the time being.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Questions of the Week – international exposure
and Santos Capital Raising
by Questions of the Week

 
Question: I am heavily weighted in the Australian
market ($1.5 million), and feel I should be in some
global stocks as well but don’t know much about it.
So my thought was to place $200,000 in each of
Magellan Global Equities Fund, Platinum International
Fund, and maybe Platinum Healthcare fund, because
I have $600,000 spare from the sale of a property.
Any thoughts you have for me to chew over, or can
you steer me in a direction to do more research?

Answer (by Paul Rickard): I think your plan is a
good starting point.

I think you want some manager diversification, so
selecting both Magellan and Platinum is a good idea.
Other managers you could look at include K2, PM
Capital and Aberdeen.

While I am very supportive of the tailwinds for the
health sector, having at least 33% of your exposure in
this sector is a very material weighting. Is this what
you want?

Question: Is it worth going in to the STO (Santos)
capital raising? I have a few weeks to decide. There
seems to be those who say ”go for it”, while other
commentators are not so sure. We can get up to
$15,000 but I already have a book loss on the ones I
currently own. Your thoughts?

Answer (By Paul Rickard) Santos is quite leveraged
to the oil price, so participating in the offer is really a
play on the direction of oil prices.

The SPP is no bargain – either the lesser of $4.06 or
2% below the weighted average trading price on the
ASX in the week of 24 Jan to 31 Jan. Current price is
around $4.12.

It is due to close on the 31st of January.

As far as the brokers are concerned, sentiment on
Santos is positive, target price is $4.76.

I am indifferent. I probably lean to passing on this
offer.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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